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Abstract

Engineers charged with making jet aircraft quieter have long dreamed of being able to see exactly how turbulent eddies produce sound—and this dream is now coming true with the advent of large eddy simulation (LES). Two obvious challenges remain: validating the LES codes at the resolution required to see the fluid-acoustic coupling, and the interpretation of the massive datasets that are produced. This paper addresses the former, the use of advanced experimental techniques such as particle image velocimetry (PIV) and Raman and Rayleigh scattering, to validate the computer codes and procedures used to create LES solutions. This paper argues that the issue of accuracy of the experimental measurements be addressed by cross-facility and cross-disciplinary examination of modern datasets along with increased reporting of internal quality checks in PIV analysis. Further, it argues that the appropriate validation metrics for aeroacoustic applications are increasingly complicated statistics that have been shown in aeroacoustic theory to be critical to flow-generated sound, such as two-point space-time velocity correlations. A brief review of data sources available is presented along with examples illustrating cross-facility and internal quality checks required of the data before it should be accepted for validation of LES.

Nomenclature

\( \delta \) \hspace{1cm} \text{shear layer thickness, } U/|dU/dr|_{\text{max}} \\
\eta \hspace{1cm} \text{shear layer coordinate, } = (r - r_{0.5})/\delta \\
\eta \hspace{1cm} \text{shear layer growth rate coordinate, } = (r - r_{0.5})/x \\
c_\infty \hspace{1cm} \text{speed of sound in freestream/ambient}
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\[ D_j \] diameter of jet exit

\[ r \] radial coordinate

\[ r_{0.5} \] location of half-velocity point in radial velocity profile

\[ x \] streamwise coordinate

\[ y \] transverse coordinate

\[ X_c \] potential core length defined by experimental collapse of \( u'/U_c \) on jet centerline

\[ u' \] root mean square value of velocity

\[ U \] mean value of velocity

\[ U_j \] jet velocity at jet exit, assuming fully expanded flow

\[ U_w \] velocity of freestream/ambient

I. Introduction

A. The Challenge of Jet Noise Prediction and the Potential of LES to Address the Challenge

Typical aeroacoustic problems are bedeviled at several levels. First, the fluid flow generating the acoustic field is turbulent, and the description of this flow has a high degree of freedom. That is to say in classical engineering terms that the flow and its associated sound are described by a large number of modes over many scales. A subset of aeroacoustic problems, typically involving resonance, can be described more simply, but from an engineering perspective if the flow is simple then the method of manipulating the flow to enhance or remove the sound is also simple. Second, the sound is the result of slight phase imperfections from the compressibility of the flow. Indeed, if the flow were truly incompressible there would be no noise as all dilatations would cancel out. Third, and most significant for engineers attempting to predict the acoustic field, the sound is such a small part of the solution that it is easily lost to approximations used in analysis. Thus, the field of aeroacoustics is still a research topic instead of being an engineering science.

Of the approaches used on aeroacoustics all run into the problems mentioned above. Empirical approaches are largely successful for cases where the turbulence has simple scaling with the geometry such as simple jets and turbulent boundary layer noise. However, make a change to the geometry that changes the turbulence beyond the simple description underlying the noise model and the empirical noise model falls apart. Think modifications to nozzle geometries or fuselage-wing interfaces. Most theoretical approaches have problems handling the multitude of scales and ranges of magnitudes, making it difficult to avoid throwing the baby out with the bathwater in
approximations. Acoustic analogies have been as successful as any theoretical approach, but underlying the models developed from these approaches are assumptions about the connection between the space-time correlations of turbulent quantities and the acoustic field. This is the part where a fraction, roughly one in a million in a jet, of the turbulent kinetic energy is converted to acoustic energy. And this coupling is dependent on the mean flow and observer location that is usually handled using Green’s functions. The simplifications required to produce a valid Green’s function further limit the usefulness of this approach for a general engineering tool, and the modeling of turbulent space-time correlations may hide other descriptions of the turbulent flow-acoustic generation process that could lead to new noise reduction concepts.

The application of LES holds great promise for aeroacoustics, from improving fundamental understanding of noise generation, to improvements in source modeling for acoustic analogies, to practical prediction and design of exhaust systems. When properly implemented and validated, LES codes should be able to simulate the complexity of the flow with a large enough range of motion and with enough accuracy to track the physics embodied in the Navier-Stokes equations that captures the transfer of energy from turbulent to acoustic modes. It appears that even complicated geometries and wide ranges of compressibility are possible, if not now then soon. Also, researchers seeking a better way to describe how fluid fluctuations become sound will be able to explore all manner of descriptors of the flow, all manner of statistics.

However, before LES can be relied upon for accurate prediction and physical insight, the LES technique itself must be validated to understand its limitations. For simple statistics, conventional validation analysis may be performed against accepted experimental databases. For more complex solutions or for use in unearthing new physics such rigor may not be possible for some time. Perhaps the best that can be achieved is a layered approach to validation, starting with the simplest statistics and progressing to the more complex and acoustically relevant. This, plus internal, perhaps ad-hoc, measures of accuracy provided by the LES code, may be what is possible to establish how much the answers and insights from LES can be trusted.

### B. Theoretical Basis for Choice of Statistics in LES Validation

Given the success of empirical scaling laws for aeroacoustic problems, successful LES codes must be able to accurately compute the flow so that basic measures of mean velocity, temperature, and density are valid. The robustness with which the noise from a round jet can be predicted just from its ideally expanded velocity requires as much. Beyond this we look to acoustic analogy theory to sort out what are important quantities governing the
production of sound from turbulent flow. It is important to review briefly the basis for acoustic analogies to understand how these quantities arise.

In a nutshell, all acoustic analogies are attempts to transform the Navier-Stokes equations into the form of a wave equation with whatever is not a wave-like operator placed on the right-hand side; these are classically considered the ‘source’. The reason there are so many acoustic analogies is that so many transformations are possible. The tools of classical acoustics are then brought to bear to produce a formal solution to the wave equation. Given the complexity of the ‘source’ term this solution is rarely very insightful. The next step in trying to use the analogy to obtain a useful solution is to start sorting out the terms on the right-hand side, keeping those which are dominant and making approximations for them so that the numerical machinery can be worked through the formal solution to obtain an actual prediction of the sound field. In principle, the quantities on the right-hand side of the analogy are mathematically those things that give rise to acoustic waves, and are a good place to look for important measures for validating LES solutions.

From this point the discussion will be restricted to the aeroacoustic problem of jet noise, although much of it may apply to the problem of sound generated by turbulence over solid surfaces as well. The focus will be primarily on round jets in freespace as the most basic geometry of jet flow. Over the course of decades of theoretical development some acoustic analogies have been found to be more useful than others in constructing predictive tools. Goldstein & Leib [1] and Khavaran [2], have shown that fluctuations of velocity are the leading terms in cold jets that need to be modeled to predict far-field sound autocorrelation, arguably the final statistic of interest in this context. When the jet is heated, velocity fluctuations begin to lose dominance and turbulent enthalpy fluctuations and their correlations with the velocity become more important. In particular, the actual quantities that arise in the formal solution for far-field sound spectra are the space-time correlations of Reynolds stresses, enthalpy, and enthalpy-velocity. Thus, these quantities are the ones that experimentalists should strive to measure and LES numericists should match after the basic mean and variance statistics of the LES simulation have been validated.

Several layers of validation have been, and continue to be, pursued in the aeroacoustics community. The next section will review many of these developments. At NASA a concerted effort has been made to acquire and established uncertainties for simple velocity statistics, namely mean and variance, in a wide range of jet flows, primarily for round jets, using particle image velocimetry (PIV). Recently, experiments to measure turbulent temperature statistics, including correlations of velocity-temperature and space-time correlations of temperature
have been performed, adding to the database available for validation. In all cases, acoustic far-field spectra have been acquired to complete the flow-acoustic validation suite.

Besides reviewing the data available to the LES community, this paper will suggest ways to evaluate the datasets being produced by PIV. The PIV technique, while having huge advantages over other flow diagnostic techniques, is not without its weaknesses. These will be covered, based on personal experience, to allow numericists to better understand the uncertainties in the data and properly evaluate the accuracy of their codes. The point of the paper is to help with the dialog between numericists and experimentalists so that both understand the strengths and weaknesses of their respective tools and needs.

II. Experimental data suitable for validation

For the past decade or so the NASA Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate has been funding the development of flow and acoustic databases for validation of numerical prediction methods. Although extensive databases of jet noise existed before this campaign, there have been many questions raised concerning their quality [3], an issue that has been worked very diligently in the NASA experiments [4]. A systematic set of data allows for more consistent noise modeling and better check of trends against other datasets [5,6]. More importantly, no database of flow measurements existed which covered more than a few flow conditions, few data sets contained measurements more advanced than mean velocities and possibly turbulence intensities, and fewer yet were acquired in the same rig as the jet noise measurements. At the same time as these tests were being done, great strides were being made in applying PIV to large, high speed jets. While it is still faster (and hence cheaper) to acquire noise data, it was possible to acquire PIV over a large number of flow conditions and nozzle geometries. In addition, conventional PIV allows measurement of spatial correlations (at zero time delay) with ease, and with the advent of special techniques, time-resolved PIV has allowed direct measurements of the space-time correlations with sufficient temporal resolution for jet noise work.

In order of hierarchy, the following is a list of quantities of interest that are available through PIV. First, some notation conventions:

- **time-average:** \( \hat{\mathbf{u}} = \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T \mathbf{u}(t) \, dt \)
- **unsteady component:** \( \mathbf{u}'(t) = \mathbf{u}(t) - \hat{\mathbf{u}} \)

Mean velocity:

\[
\overline{u_i}(\tilde{x}) = \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T u_i(\tilde{x}, t) \, dt
\]
Variance of velocity: 
\[ u_i^2(x) = \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T \left[ u_i(\bar{x},t) \right]^2 dt \]

Space-time correlations of velocity:
\[ R_{ij}(\bar{x};\bar{n},\tau) = \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T u_i'(\bar{x},t) u_j'(\bar{x} + \bar{n},t + \tau) dt \]

Lengthscales:
\[ L_{ij}(\bar{x}) = \frac{1}{2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R_{ij}(\bar{x};\eta_j,\tau) d\eta_j \]

Convective timescale:
\[ T_i(\bar{x}) = \frac{1}{2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R_{iii}(\bar{x};\eta_{\text{peak}},\tau) d\tau \]

Space-time correlations of Reynolds stress:
\[ R_{ij\nu\eta}(\bar{x};\bar{n},\tau) = \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T \left[ u_i' u_j' - \bar{u}_i \bar{u}_j \right](\bar{x},t) \left[ u_{\nu}'(\bar{x},t) - \bar{u}_{\nu} \right](\bar{x} + \bar{n},t + \tau) dt \]

The value of mean and variance of velocity are easily recognized. Space-time correlations of velocity, especially ones limited to only time or only space, have been reported in the past, and certainly its autocorrelation, the unsteady Reynolds stress, is understood by the numerical community. Lengthscales are useful in their own right, namely to those pursuing turbulence model development. Convective timescales are somewhat difficult to obtain, requiring highly resolved data in both space and time in order to track the peak correlation as it decays in space and time. The space-time correlations of Reynolds stress, a bit complicated in its definition, is the kinematic portion of the source term in most acoustic analogies. This fourth order correlation is not directly related to the conventional space-time correlation of velocity, and requires careful workup of the variances to produce, but may be the most important measure for free-space aeroacoustic applications.

Recall that for hot jets the space-time correlations involving velocity are only one of the important source terms prescribed by aeroacoustic theory. The two other terms of interest are correlations of turbulent enthalpy, and its correlation with velocity. Important advances in unsteady temperature measurement have been occurring [7], if not quite at the scale and pace of PIV development. Using Rayleigh scattering spectroscopy, fluctuations in density, temperature, and velocity have been measured simultaneously at a point with high enough sample rate to satisfy acoustic requirements. The measurements discussed in [8] include not only those of temperature autocorrelations, but also velocity autocorrelations and velocity-temperature cross-correlations for a number of hot jets already documented by PIV measurements. Most recently, Raman-based scattering techniques have been employed to measure temperature spectrographically. This technique was recently used to measure temperature at two locations...
in the jet with different time-delays to obtain space-time correlations of turbulence temperature fluctuations, albeit on a rather sparse grid of spatial and temporal separations.

A. Historical Data Sources

Several articles in the open literature document previous efforts to measure turbulent jets. Most were acquired in cold, low speed jets, often using hotwire anemometry. Some valuable datasets, particularly in hot jets, were acquired using laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV). Many of the most commonly cited reports are discussed below. More recently, PIV has become the tool of choice for turbulent velocity measurements, producing a significant outpouring of data in the last ten years from labs across the globe.

The earliest source commonly cited for turbulence measurements in jets is Laurence in 1954 [9]. This detailed NACA report is detailed and deep, containing jet data of mean, variance, spectra, space and time correlations and length and timescale integrals for Mach numbers in a range from 0.2 through 0.7. The data was acquired using the then-new technology of constant temperature anemometry and used variable length loops between tape heads to compute time-delay correlations. Unfortunately, when compared against the majority of data, it appears that the turbulence intensities were understated, perhaps as a result of uncorrected high frequency rolloff.

The early 1960’s were an active time for jet noise-related turbulence measurements using hotwire anemometry, with Journal of Fluid Mechanics publishing extensive jet turbulence measurements by Davies, Fisher and Barrett in 1963 [10], Fisher and Davies [11, and Bradshaw, Ferriss and Johnson [12] in 1964. These papers contained extensive data, from mean shear statistics to convective velocity and space-time correlations. Although the format of the Journal precluded extensive database reproduction and the depth also foreshortened how much data for any given statistic could be presented, these papers commonly presented radial and axial profiles of axial turbulence. Radial profiles were often presented for the shear layer, typically at \( \frac{x}{D_j} = 2 \) or 4 which is well within the jet potential core, and normalized by \( \eta^* = \frac{r - r_{0.5}}{x} \), where \( r_{0.5} \) is the radial location where the jet mean velocity is half the profile peak value. Others have since chosen to normalize the radial profiles by local maximum shear gradient, or \( \eta = \frac{r - r_{0.5}}{d\omega} \), where \( d\omega \) is \( U/dU/d\eta_{\text{max}} \). The ratio between \( \eta \) and \( \eta^* \) is \( x/d\omega \) which is a measure of the shear layer spread and is roughly constant for two-dimensional shear layers. Davies et al., like Laurence, documented the impact of Mach number on basic turbulence levels. Given that the Mach numbers were below 0.5 and that the nozzles were 1” and 2” in diameter, it is possible that these measurements were subject to Reynolds number effects as well as the initial turbulence levels rather than compressibility effects. Bradshaw et al., working with cross-wires,
documented all three components of turbulence. All three papers present extensive lengthscale estimates from correlation measurements.

In the early 1970’s attention turned toward obtaining insight into what has become known as coherent structures in the jet flow. Papers such as Ko and Davies [13] explored the interesting inhomogeneities of the jet spectra, giving rise to interest in the structure of the jet as a way to simplify the description of the turbulence as it relates to jet noise. Use of external sources of perturbation to dominate the natural perturbations in the jet spawned several important studies. Crow and Champagne [14] in 1971 documented the impact of jet excitation on standard turbulence statistics, and introduced measurements that are useful in jet instability studies. In 1978 Raman, Zaman and Rice [15] produced useful basic turbulence statistics of jets as they explored the role of initial turbulence on the ability to excite a jet. Later in the 1970’s not only were experimentalists turning their attention to new statistical descriptions to educe these large-scale structures, they were also using a new laser-based, non-invasive measurement technique: Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV). Of note here for the purpose of basic jet turbulence statistics are the papers of Lau and collaborators [16, 17, 18]. Lau, Morris and Fisher [16] compared the hotwire and LDV measurements and showed that at that time LDV measurements of turbulence were not quite comparable (figure 4 in the paper). However, this was soon rectified in subsequent papers and the advantage of the LDV at high speed and elevated temperature jets, allowed Lau [17] to document the impact of high speed on basic turbulence statistics, and Lau [18] extended the effort to hot jets. In this latter work Lau focuses mostly on gross features of spread rates and nondimensionalizing the jet potential core, but it is a data-dense paper even so. LDV also allowed an extensive dataset to be collected for unexcited and excited unheated and heated jets by Lepicovsky and collaborators, herein referenced through the NASA contractor report by Ahuja [19] in 1982. And while LDV has not been used as much in the last decade, the paper of Power [20] stands as a valuable contribution, providing straightforward measures of centerline statistics, velocity spectra, space-time correlations, and convection speeds for high subsonic cold and hot jets.

With such extensive datasets available, few authors have documented the basic measures of jet turbulence in recent papers. Two exceptions are Harper-Bourne [21] and Zaman [22], both published in 2003. The former provides a plethora of statistics on of relevance to jet noise, from radial profiles to space-time correlations (unfortunately only at one axial location). The latter documented the impact of lobed mixers on centerline statistics of the jet. Another exception is Kerherve et al. [23] that measured a supersonic jet in a forward flight environment.
That work contains plots of radial turbulence intensity profiles at various axial stations in a shock-containing jet. It should be noted that they normalized the turbulence by the jet/ambient velocity difference $U_j - U_\infty$ and found a peak value of 17% at all stations. Most recently (2009), Morris and Zaman [24] have repeated measurements of turbulence in low speed jets with the objective of obtaining an extensive and consistent set of high order statistics, and in the process have documented their radial and centerline turbulence profiles.

Of course, while the new LDV technology brought about fresh measurements, so did the advent of PIV. Besides the current authors’ papers, several notable papers have been published which give basic statistics for round jets, although there are many more which apply the new measurements technology to more complicated flows. For instance, Arakeri et al [25] provide an early set of data for a high subsonic cold jet while presenting their work on microjet excitation of the jet. Their centerline turbulence values are a bit lower than the comparable hotwire measurements. Pokora [26] carefully documented PIV measurements in a water jet, highlighting the differences found between two-and three-component PIV systems. This work duplicated many of the measurements made by Harper-Bourne [21], providing mostly radial profiles at $x/D_j = 4$ and producing values for peak axial turbulence that are lower than the hotwire data (and NASA PIV measurements). Several papers have been published which provide space-time correlations using PIV and some, though not all, provide basic turbulence statistics such as centerline mean and turbulent velocities. Ukeiley et al. [27] provide one such plot in which rms velocity along the centerline is plotted, normalized by an unstated peak value. The radial plots provided for all Reynolds stresses have peaks in axial normal stress which correspond to $u'/U_j = 0.135$ rather than the value of 0.15 quoted in the text and in keeping with hotwire measurements.

The data sources discussed above have concentrated on statistics of turbulent velocity. Measures of other quantities, such as density, temperature and pressure, are also valuable both for validating LES and in the theory of aeroacoustics. Measurements of scalar fluctuations, such as Panda and Seasholtz [28] are also important quantities to be accurately simulated. Perhaps more valuable are measurements made with systems such as Rayleigh scattering that measure multiple flow properties, including velocity, so that the measurements can be cross-validated and to allow computation of correlations of the different flow properties. This is especially true for temperature-velocity correlations, a statistic that arises in aeroacoustic theory if enthalpy terms are retained in the derivation of the acoustic analogy. The work of Mielke et al. [8] is particularly of value in this regard.
Just as hotwire anemometry allowed measurement of unsteady velocity and LDV allowed measurement of high speed and hot jets, PIV bring about a multi-order of magnitude increase in information density. Instead of having roughly 10 points to define a profile now there are hundreds. Where once datasets could be written by hand in a single notebook, now it requires gigabytes of storage to hold the dataset of a single jet flow. And it has greatly enhanced the types of analysis that is possible. This has raised challenges in presenting the PIV datasets and making them available to interested researchers.

In the following subsections are lists of datasets reported by the NASA Glenn research staff for use in validating CFD codes. These lists are by no means inclusive and are intended to orient numericists as to the types of data available. In the reports referenced below representative samples of the data are given—more is available. Section III gives examples of some of these historical datasets compared with the NASA datasets being highlighted.

**B. Round subsonic jet flows**

Reference 38 describes a collection of datasets acquired over many years on the same round single-stream jets with various PIV instrumentation systems. A common matrix of seven flows on lines of constant velocity (0.5, 0.9, 1.33 relative to ambient speed of sound) and static temperature ratio (cold, 1.76, 2.7) was measured each time a PIV test campaign was run in the small hot jet rig (SHJAR) at NASA Glenn. The referenced paper concentrates on measurements of mean and variance of velocity. Estimates for the uncertainty of the data is obtained by comparing NASA datasets acquired with conventional PIV over many years against a wide array of historical data. Basic jet scaling is used to collapse the data, providing a general fit that can be applied even to flow conditions not directly measured. Many details about how the data were acquired are contained in this paper.

Moving to measurements of higher order statistics, reference 29 discusses the same flow matrix as reference 38. This paper describes the use of a dual PIV system with variable time delays to map out the space-time correlation of velocity in heated jet flows. The sparse number of time delays (namely 7) gave coarse temporal resolution, but did provide the first true space-time correlations by PIV as well as estimates for convection velocity, lengthscales and timescales. Reference 30 used this data to demonstrate the relative temperature independence of the space-time correlation once certain normalizing parameters are accounted for. This data was later surpassed by data obtained using time-resolved PIV, as documented in reference 39. Using time-resolved PIV temporal resolution was increased dramatically as the velocity vector fields were sampled at 10 kHz and a few at 25 kHz.
Adding to the database for the matrix of hot subsonic jets, reference 31 describes the Rayleigh scattering technique used to obtain single-point statistics of temperature autocorrelation, velocity autocorrelation, and temperature-velocity cross-correlation in the same matrix of flows as listed above. Favorable comparisons are made between the turbulent velocity statistics measured using Rayleigh scattering and using PIV, lending credence to the measurements of velocity-temperature correlation. These measurements of turbulent temperature remain unmatched, but are being duplicated by current tests using a Raman scattering instrumentation system operating in the vibrational mode. These ongoing experiments will add a second spatial measurement point and time delays to produce a sparse space-time correlation of temperature fluctuations.

Far-field acoustic spectra of the flows documented in the above references are presented in reference 4.

C. Round supersonic jet flows

Moving to flows with shocks, reference 32 describes tests of convergent and ideally expanded convergent-divergent nozzles with single-stream supersonic flows. A sparse matrix of six heated flows on lines of constant Mach number (1.05, 1.185, 1.4) and constant velocity (1.18, 1.4, 1.8 relative to ambient speed of sound) was documented. This paper used time-resolved PIV to present not only mean and turbulent velocities, but also velocity spectra from shock-containing and shock-free jets. The paper contains analysis that shows how mean and turbulent flow fields of shock-free jets can be collapsed. Minimal far-field acoustic spectra are presented in the paper but do exist for all flows measured with PIV.

Conventional PIV measurements of supersonic dual-stream jets have also been taken, although they have not yet been presented in the open literature. The test matrix consists of convergent and ideally expanded nozzles with core flows having the same conditions as explored in reference 32 but with an annular mixer separating a cold bypass stream with bypass ratios of 0.2, 1.0, and 2.0. The far-field acoustic spectra for these cases have been presented in reference 33 in which the influence of the bypass flow on broadband shock noise was studied.

D. Non-axisymmetric subsonic jet flows

In 2002 there was an interest in validating Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes CFD for chevron nozzles. Reference 34 describes PIV measurements made on simple chevron nozzles of various geometric parameters. The tests used the same single-stream, subsonic heated flows as reference 38. The paper describes the early application of stereo PIV in a cross-stream orientation and documents mean and turbulent velocity fields along with mean axial vorticity in the chevron nozzle flows. Corresponding far-field acoustic data is described in reference 35.
E. Non-axisymmetric supersonic jet flows

The data described in reference 36 had direct applicability to the unique problem of under-expanded jet flows from military convergent-divergent nozzles. Five chevron designs (from a parametric matrix of 10 designs) were applied to a model of a military, dual-stream nozzle. Several underexpanded flow conditions near those of interest to tactical aircraft at takeoff were acquired. PIV data was acquired with both streamwise and cross-stream stereo PIV and the paper presents mean and turbulent velocities and mean axial vorticity. Far-field acoustic data for the entire parametric matrix is presented in reference 37.

This list documents the systematic acquisition of a comprehensive flow and acoustic database for jet flows, suitable for code validation and aeroacoustic model development. The database is being added to, expanding primarily in geometrical complexity with the addition of a family of rectangular nozzles planned for the near future. There are also datasets involving PIV measurements of a mixer-ejector and fluidic slot injection being analyzed for future reporting.

III. Evaluating Experimental Datasets

A. Experimental Cross-Validation

Collaboration is required between experimentalists and numericists to assure that accuracy of data is properly addressed. Ideally, validation requires that uncertainties in experiments and uncertainties in simulations are quantified, and for the data-simulation enterprise to be successful the two must agree within their respective uncertainty margins. Realistically, neither cutting edge experiments nor cutting edge simulations are currently capable of the magnitude of effort required to both achieve a measurement/solution and quantify its uncertainty. Thus the need for communication of the qualitative measures of uncertainty.

In experiments, some uncertainty can be assessed by cross-facility comparisons and by repeatability. Clearly, experiments that cannot be repeated in the same facility and then in other facilities are not trustworthy. So users of experimental data have to cross-compare results as a first step to establishing credibility of the dataset being used to validate their simulations.

As an example of validating PIV by repeatability, consider Figure 1 which shows profiles of mean and turbulent velocity measured in the same jet rig over the course of seven years in seven different experiments, each employing different instrumentation as PIV technology progressed. This work was documented in [38]. An attempt was made, assuming the variability to have been caused by independent sources of error arising from the various measurement systems, to establish uncertainty bands about the various profiles. This type of analysis is not possible for every
measurement, but should be pursued by every experimentalist for a limited number of flows to establish a baseline and expected repeatability for their facility.

Figure 1 Axial profiles, axial mean and turbulent velocities on the centerline (top) and on the lipline (bottom). \( U_j/c_x = 0.9 \), cold.

For experimentalists it is also important that new measurement systems be cross-validated against older, established measurements. Three examples are given here, a comparison of PIV against hotwire and laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) data for turbulence intensity and for space-time correlations in a low speed cold jet, and a comparison of shock structures obtained with PIV and shadowgraphy. First, consider Figure 2, extracted from reference 38, where several PIV datasets acquired at NASA Glenn are compared against historical published data acquired using hotwire and LDV. The PIV data mostly sits comfortably within the scatter of the earlier measurements. One important note is that these data have been normalized in the axial location by their potential core lengths \( X_c \) so as to provide a better collapse over the range of Mach numbers included. To quantify the comparison, the disparity in the peak turbulence, both along the centerline at \( x/X_c = 1.5 \) and at peak gradient location in the radial profile plot is roughly \( \pm 0.1\% \) out of 15%.
Next, consider a limited selection of space-time correlations of velocity from time-resolved PIV data [39] compared with hotwire data of Morris and Zaman [40] shown in Figure 3. The figure shows how the temporal correlation of axial component $R_{11}$ of velocity changes with different spatial separations in a cold, low Mach number jet. The two figures are similar, which is reassuring, but in fact close examination shows that the hotwire correlations are not as large in magnitude as those of the PIV measurements. Note that the hotwire data does not contain a curve for zero separation, but has a progression of separations whose peak correlations linearly decay with separation. The PIV data has the same behavior, excepting that the PIV data was not sampled at as high a rate in time and hence sometimes misses sampling the peak correlation for a given separation. By extrapolating the hotwire data to the zero separation correlation peak one sees that it falls well shy of the proper value of 1. Thus it seems that the PIV data, while exhibiting the same character as the hotwire data, is actually more accurate. This example was chosen intentionally because it shows one of the strengths of PIV—the ability to smoothly vary spatial measurement location without probe interference—and one of its weaknesses—the discrete nature of the measurement. It also shows the sort of analysis that needs to be used in evaluating experimental data.
Figure 3 Comparison of Morris & Zaman data (left) with time-resolved PIV data (right): $R_{11}$ at $x/D = 5, y/D = 0$ with radial separation $\xi_{y/D} = 0$.

Another example where PIV data were validated against more conventional instrumentation is the comparison of shock structure measured with shadowgraphy. While it would seem that capturing the mean velocity field would be much easier than high-order turbulence statistics, this comparison addresses the potential error of particle lag and optical distortion, two commonly suspected sources of error in PIV measurements. However, based on analysis of drag on spheres, such problems are not severe as long as reasonable seeding is used. However, it is reassuring in Figure 4 to see the degree to which the occlusions from the refraction of the shock cells line up with the deceleration fronts in the PIV data.

Figure 4 Contour plots of mean axial velocity from PIV measurements (color contours) overlaid with shadowgraph images (black). Flow is from tabbed convergent nozzle operating at $M = 1.4$, isothermal flow conditions.
B. Interpreting PIV data

But how to judge data accuracy among different sources, or if only one data source exists, or the measurement is not one that can be obtained by other measurement systems? In PIV measurements, the image processing software can deliver statistics that attest to the reliability of individual measurement locations. These need to be reported by experimentalists more often to help make these determinations. Just as numericists have their various filters and internal modeling which make some codes more robust or more accurate, so it is with experimentalists. Since most PIV processing suites employ a variety of schemes to enhance the basic particle image correlation that is the basis for the measurement, not all experimentalists will arrive at the same number even if they start with the same images. And analogous to the sensitivity of CFD to grid generation, the seeding, lighting, and camera quality, which collectively contribute to the quality of the images, are the most crucial aspects of PIV experimentation and the biggest determinant of data accuracy. These effects are hard to quantify in the “Facilities and Instrumentation” sections of papers and reports, just as it is difficult to judge the accuracy of a numerical solution by the image of the grid printed in a journal paper. However, a few internal statistics are available from PIV processing which can be used to evaluate whether local features of the flow are real or artifacts.

For instance, with stereo PIV two 2-D projections of the vector displacement field from the two camera views are acquired. These are input into a three-dimensional warping to map the four vector components at a point in the laser plane to a 3-D vector. The residual in this fit, essentially a measure of how well the two common vector components agree, is an internal check on the accuracy of the image processing step. This residual is reported in most PIV software. This is done for every point in every time instance measured. When these data are processed into statistics this residual can be checked before including the point in the statistic, removing points from the averaging used in the statistic. In regions where image quality is poor a significant number of points acquired are left out of the statistic, an indicator that even the remaining points are likely tainted. By mapping out the fraction of instantaneous vectors that were included in the statistic, local blemishes in the data can be flagged. If an interesting feature corresponds to a region where the fraction of valid vectors was low, then this feature would be highly suspect.

An example of using the fraction of accepted instantaneous vectors in the statistic is given in Figure 5. On the left is a plot of axial turbulence intensity u’/U measured along the centerline of a M=0.9 cold jet in three different experiments. Two of the datasets agree up to x/D = 12 or so, but one exhibits a strong dip around x/D = 18. The third measurement is higher than the other two. Which to believe? The plot on the right shows the fraction of accepted points in the average used to create the figure on the left. The dataset with the strong dip at x/D = 18 show...
a corresponding precipitous drop in data quality at this same region, casting doubt on the validity of that data in that region. If only the blue curve was available and the CFD did not demonstrate a comparable dip in turbulence, the measure of quality would give good reason to reject it in the comparison with CFD. Or, if multiple datasets were available, the quality metric could be used as a weighting factor in averaging the datasets, reducing the impact of the bad data without throwing out the entire dataset.

Figure 5 Example of using ‘quality’ metric to confirm bad data within a dataset.

Other aspects of PIV image processing need care when using advanced processing algorithms that allow increased productivity from measurements in poor quality images. Ideally, every measurement of particle displacement in a subregion is made independent of other subregions and of other measurements at the same location at other times. However, most image processing schemes start with assessment of average displacement over a larger subregion than the final resolution and using this result to refine the search for correlation peaks in subsequent passes over the image. In some advanced processing schemes nearby subregions are consulted if the image displacement correlation is suspiciously low in a given subregion. If nearby subregions are different, the image displacement correlation is investigated to see if a local maxima is found at the same displacement as the neighbor. This is especially useful when seed quality is spotty or if some regions have fixed background images. The only way to determine if this practice is reducing statistical error by increasing the number of valid samples or producing false results is to process the data several ways to see how sensitive the answer is to the thresholds inherent in the processing. Think of it as being analogous to grid refinement studies in CFD, a practice that is required before the simulation is considered valid.
Another weakness of PIV that must be kept in mind while evaluating data is the spatial resolution limitations. This manifests itself in at least two ways: general underestimates of turbulence intensity and erroneous mean values in regions of high shear, both a result of spatial averaging. The former has been illustrated by Henning and Ehrenfried [41], showing the importance of using small interrogation regions (which in turn requires optimal seeding!). The latter point was quantified by Alkislar [42], in which shear layer statistics made within the first two nozzle diameters of typical jets with typical PIV fields of view are shown to be erroneous.

The point of describing these aspects of PIV processing for non-experimentalists is so that they know what questions to ask of the providers of the data. Just as most people who use CFD results know enough to ask about convergence criteria, grid refinement studies, and other details before blindly accepting a CFD solution, numericists need to ask about details of the processing of the PIV they use in validation.

IV. Summary

Large Eddy Simulations hold the promise of delivering both predictions of noise and insight into the mechanisms of noise generation. This promise is contingent upon the accuracy of LES being validated and its limitations established. Given the high demands placed on LES codes by the needs of aeroacoustics, more accuracy and a higher range of scales is required than is the case in other applications of LES. Validation must therefore be done on higher order statistics of the computed flow. The paper advocates for a layered set of validations being performed on LES solutions to ascertain the limitations of codes, as well as standardized internal checks to measure the accuracy of each solution. Several experimental datasets exist for various statistics of interest to aeroacoustics, and for varying degrees of geometric complexity. Key to choosing the dataset is the ability to cross-check the data and evaluate whether features are artifacts of the experiment or interesting aspects of fluid mechanics. Examples of such cross-validation are given, along with some aspects of the internal workings of PIV analysis that allow assessment of data quality. Deliberate and conscientious collaboration between experimentalist and numericist is required so that each can understand the needs and limits of each other. In this way the limitations of LES codes and solutions can be established and the promise of LES be realized.
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